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This is a real
Drink stop

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2055 Samclay Crt. Perth . Hare Boong

Run Report:
Tonight’s run has been set by the recently retired Boong,
obviously a man with too much spare time up his sleeve.
The run starts on the corner of Arthur and Clarence St.,
take your torch you will need it to find the Drink Stop. Yes
you have heard correctly, a Drink Stop, Tagg the GM has set
the standard last week when he hijacked Blakey’s run. Be
prepared for a long run were his final instructions as the
pack disappeared into the darkness. The clearly marked
trail has the pack heading south down Clarence to a check
at the corner of Elizabeth St. The trail is soon found heading
east on Elizabeth St passing the old Perth cemetery, turning
right into Williams St the trail follows the South Esk river in
the darkness until a right hand turn takes us into Talisker
St. The trail now leads .the front runners to a check at the
intersection with the Midlands Highway. The trail is found
continuing behind the soldiers war memorial park leading into Fore St which takes us through the Perth Primary school
grounds into Fairlough St a right into Elizabeth St has the pack
back onto the Midlands Highway. The front runners are expecting a check but the sadistic Boong has the run continuing
behind the Lions Club park onto the train line.. The runners
hobble over the sleepers and ballast until the trail veers left
into the dog exercise park then onto Banksia Drive, The trail
now leads onto a check in Arthur St via a walkway and Callistemo Crt. One Hump the local from Perth can now be heard
calling ON ON up Mulgrave St, which leads the HASHER into
Perth’s newer subdivision. A right turn into Secome St takes
the runners back onto Fairtlough st. A sharp right into
Fairtlough has us heading north into the darkness a D/S sign
appears on the road, the Drink Stop cannot be far away. A further kilometre down the road in darkness
Boongs new ute is found with a couple of cold cartons of Boags ale waiting to be consumed. The torches
of the back runners are soon seen far off down Fairtlough St The near full moon has now emerged from
below the horizon and the drink stop is over. Boong calls it is on home from here, A great run of about
9Km

The ON ON:
The front runners leave the Drink Stop at about
7:35Pm after consuming a couple of light stubbies
each, a quick 1.5Km jog has them back at the ON
ON site. The site is deserted not even a sludge arse
late comer can be seen. This is the first LH3 run in
living memory where all of the HASHERS have made
it to the Drink Stop. Boong has the barrels cracked
and his new fire pot glowing red hot ready for the
return of the runners. The rest of the pack soon
start to trickle in after completing the marathon
Boong has set. Boong pulls up in his new ute with
One Hump sitting on top of the esky in the back just
to make sure the lid does not blow off in the wind.
This will surely be worth a skull. The waning moon
is now high in the sky and many of the HASHERS are
out the front drooling over Boongs new caravan in
the moonlight. Tall tales are soon starting to
emerge from the camping trip at Daisy’s farm last
weekend, such as wives rally driving in the car park
resulting in two cars visiting the local Mica repair centre.
Scary breaks up the bullshit stories as he calls we know who has
not paid, wanting to get his steak onto the barby. Hash Pash is
chasing up a few last raffle sales as Spyder the Lip calls it is time
to get the skulls under way we have a naming to do tonight for
young Andrew who has now done several runs. Get that bell
ringing Pash and fill the grails up. The skulls are soon under way
and Andrew is now know as Left Right.

Skulls:
Boong: Setting the run with a Drink stop.
One Hump: Sludge Arse riding in the ute.
Shrek: Having another broken toe or is it
gout.
Left Right: Naming ceremony.
Gumboots: Substitute skuller for Tagg and
Mr Sheen who could not decide who was
meant to bring the paper plates, knives and
forks to Daisy’s farm.

Raffle:
Fingers: Meat tTray: Fingers.
Inlet: Six pack shot gun sells used from Daisy’s farm.
Shrek: Six pack shot gun sells used from Daisy’s farm.
Bendover: Bottle wine.
Gumboots: A bottle of Pash’s finest Tawny Port.
Bendover: Six pack traveller.

Skeet Shoot results:
The Skeet shot results fro Daisy’s farm have finally been
released after much adjudication with the umpire.
The ex GM Disease was the overall winner with downing
13 birds, it has been reported that this number pales into
insignificance compare to the number of beers he downed
on Saturday night. Honourable mentions went to Pash 6
Birds, Scary 4 Tagg 3 and Inlet 1. Inlets score has definitely
been attributed to the number of beers he downed on Saturday.

Goblets Footy

Tipping
Round Thirteen
The three split rounds are finally behind us and we are now more
than half way into the season. Bendover the keen Essendon supporter is still leading closely followed by Kuzza and Inlet. With a
couple of upset results last week Geelong going down to the Brisbane Lions and Port getting over Sydney we did not have anyone
tipping all winning teams. Once again ONE Hump reigned supreme taking home the Boags six pack tipping five from six Essendon’s captain Jobe Watson has taken the medias attention
and heat away from Melbourne as he admits to self administering
AOD-9604. If Essendon are stripped of their home and away
points for 2013 will the HASHERS loose their tipping points when
they backed Essendon ???????.
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Committee
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder,
Scribe: Bugsy
Next Weeks run
2nd July Spyders 97 Hardwicke St Summerhill, food provided, cost to be advised
9th July Bendover Fryett St Waverley
11th July Goblets birthday bash Joes Garage Hobart
16th July Goblet at Legana Tavern. Order Meals before the run, buy own drinks over the bar.
23rd July Don’t Know Him Devon Hills
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
4th July Iva Samclay Ct Perth
11th July Tripple X St Leonards Rd

Joke of the week
A teacher was wrapping up class, and started talking about tomorrow's final exam. He said there would
be no excuses for not showing up tomorrow, barring a dire medical condition or an immediate family
member's death. One smart ass, male student said, "What about extreme sexual exhaustion?", and the
whole classroom burst into laughter. After the laughter had subsided, the teacher glared at the student,
and said, "Not an excuse, you can use your other hand to write."
A guy is strolling along a sandy beach one day when he comes across a very old bottle. He's just dusting it
off when two rather tired looking genies pop out "Two genies!" he exclaims. "That must mean six wishes!" "Sorry, buddy, it's three or nuthin'," say the genies, "and hurry up". The guy makes his three wishes
and races off home to see if they've been granted. He gets home and runs into his bedroom, where he
finds the most gorgeous girl he has ever seen waiting for him. After hours of mad, passionate sex, he
stumbles out of bed and walks into the living room where he is knee deep in $1000 bills. The guy can
hardly believe his luck. Just then there is a knock at the door. He rushes over to open it, when two hooded
KKK members throw a rope around his neck and string him up naked until he is dead. The two then take
off their white hoods to reveal that they are, in fact, the two genies, both looking rather puzzled. The first
genie turns to the second and says, "I can understand the beautiful woman and all the money in the
world, by why on earth would you want to be hung like a black man?"
An Irish man walks into a pub. The bartender asks him, "what'll you have?" The man says, "Give me three
pints of Guinness please." So the bartender brings him three pints and the man proceeds to alternately
sip one, then the other, then the third until they're gone. He then orders three more. The bartender says,
"Sir, I know you like them cold. You don't have to order three at a time. I can keep an eye on it and when
you get low I'll bring you a fresh cold one." The man says, "You don't understand. I have two brothers,
one in Australia and one in the States. We made a vow to each other that every Saturday night we'd still
drink together. So right now, my brothers have three Guinness Stouts too, and we're drinking together.
The bartender thought that was a wonderful tradition. Every week the man came in and ordered three
beers. Then one week he came in and ordered only two. He drank them and then ordered two more. The
bartender said to him, "I know what your tradition is, and I'd just like to say that I'm sorry that one of your
brothers died." The man said, "Oh, me brothers are fine - I just quit drinking."

